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It has previously been demonstrated that one gear of an
interchangeable series will rotate with another gear of the
same series with proper tootha.ction. IIis, thereforeevident
,that a tooth curve driven in unison with a mating blank, will
"generate" in the latter the proper tooth curve to mesh with
itself. Similarly, a gear, which is made up of a series of tooth
curves, is capable of "generating" in a blank a corresponding
series of tooth curves, suitable for meshing with itself. This
method of tooth "generation" is known as the "molding-
generating" process, which will be more fully explained in
the following pages,

The "MoMing-Generating" Process
It is, therefore, evident that if one gear is provided with

suitable cutting clearances on the teeth and is hardened, it
can be used as a generating tool, If this tool is rotated in the
correct ratio with a gear blank, and at the same time is
reciprocated, it wiU generate teeth in the blank suitable for
meshing with itself, or with another gear of a corresponding
series. This, basically, is the principle upon which the Gear
Shaper operates, as is indicated diagrammatically in Fig. 1.

The Gear Shaper Cutter
Pig. 2 shows a Gear Shaper cutter designed for cutting spur

gear teeth. It will be noted that cutting clearances are pro-
vided both on the ends and sides of the teeth. It has theap-
pearance of, but is not a bevel gear; the reason being that
the sides of the teeth ar-e developed, or ground from a com-
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Fig. 1- Diagram Illustrating That the Gear Shaper Employs the "Molding-
Generating" Process for Cutting Gears.

mon base circle, so that the involute profile extends along
the whole length of the tooth from the front face to the back
of the cutter. The teeth are simply thinner at the back than
at the front or cutting face. They are shortened to corres-
pond with the reduction in thickness, by beveling the out-
side diameter of the cutter. This enables the cutter to cut the
required width of tooth space as the cutter teethare reduced
in thickness by repeated resharpening, As the cutter is ground

Fig. 2- The Gear Shaper Cutter for Cutting Spur Gears, Showing That It
Has Cutting Clearances, but Does Not Change in Shape as It Is Ground Back
by Re-sharpening.



Fig. J - Diagram Showing a New Gear Shaper Cutter in Mesh with a Gear,
arid the Same Cutt,er after Repeated. Re-sharpening in Correct Mesh with
the Same Gear.

back, thus thinning the teeth, the center distance between cut-
ter and work is decreased.

This condition is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here at Aa "new"
cutter is shown in mesh with a gear, the teeth of which have
been generated by the cutter. At B, the same cutter, is shown
in mesh with the same gear, but the teeth on the cutter have
been reduced in thickness by repeated resharpening. The only
change in these two iUustratioJu is in the center distance of
cutter and gear. Since the base circle of the cutter has not
been changed by reducing the thickness of the teeth, it will,
of course, produce teeth of the same shape as before ..

Generating flank and. fiDei
That. portion. of a gear tooth lying inside the base circle

from which the involute is developed is of non-involute shape.
How this shape is produced by the Gear Shapercuue~ is
shown in Fig. 4. In the tooth space to the right of the illustra-
tion are shown the successive positions taken by the cutter
tooth as it "rolls" into the tooth space. The cutter teeth, of
course, are longer than the gear teeth, so as to provide the
necessary clearance at the bottom of the tooth spaces for the

fig. 11- Diagram Illustrating the Ceneranng Action of the Fellows Gear Shaper
Cutter, Showing How the Involute Portion, Flank and Fillet of the Teeth
Are Produced.

GEAR SHAPEF! CUTTER
I

BA'~~ CIf\CI.[ PITCH CIFlCL[

I
GEAR BEING GENERATED

[ ~""'PC Of' GEMI SHAP~FI Cu1TEI! CHIP'

Fig. 5-Diagram l1lustrati:ng Two 'Standard" Gearsin Mesn. A Cutter in
Mesh with an Oversize Gear, and Two Oversize Gears in Mesh WhIch Ha,VI!
Been Cut with the Same Cutter.

mating gear, This illustration also indicates the nature of the
chip taken by the Gear Shaper cueter, the heaviest portion
of the chip, after reaching full depth, being in the flar\k and
fillet, and the lightest chip on the invo~ute portion of the
tooth, thus assuring a fine finish,

Cutting DiEEerent Pressure Angles With the Same Cutter
The pitch circles and pressure angle are variable quantities

depending on variations in the center distance. This is il-
lustrated diagrammatically in Fig.. 5. At A are shown two
20-tooth "standard" 14,1/1° pressure angle gears, in mesh with
each other at "standard" center distance. Both gears have been
cut with the same Gear Shaper cutter, and, therefore, have
the same tooth profiles.

At B is shown a 14VlO pressure angle Gear Shaper cutter
in mesh with a 20-tooth gear. The size of the blank, however,
has been enla:rgedand is suitable for a 22, instead of a
20-tooth gear. It will be noted that there is no change in the
base circle diameter of this gear, but the center distance be-
tween cutter and gear has been increased over that shown
at A. Therefore, the generating pressure angle between gear
and cutter has been increased, and a new pitch. point has
located the pitch circle of the gear farther out towards the
ends of the cutter teeth.

At C, two of these enlarged gears are shown in mesh with
each other. The base circles are the same as before, but the
center distance has been increased, thus establishing a new
and greater operating pressure angle. Now these two' gears
were cut with the same cutter and, hence, havethe same tooth
profiles. All of the other elements - pitch circles. pressure
angle, etc., have changed due to the increase in the center
distance.

Note, however .. that the base circle once established never
changes. The diameter of the base circle of the cutter is in
the same ratio to the diameter of the' base circle of the gear
cut, as the number of teeth in the cutter is to the number
of teeth in the gear. Hence, the base circle will remain fixed,
no matter how the pitch diameter, pressure angle,. outside
diameter, etc., vary.

The Gear Shaper Cuuerand. Wnterference
Interference in involute gearing can he corrected, in cut-
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Fig. 6 - Diagram Showing How an. Unmodified Rack Tooth Interferes with
a 12·Tooth Pinion; Also Interference between Two Unmodified 12·Tooth
Pinions.

30-T OOTH,lih' CEAR SHAP[R CUIT[RS

A B

Fig.7-Diagram Illustrating How the Gear Shaper Cutter Can Be Made to
Modify a. Rack Tooth so as to Avoid Interference with a Mating Gear.

ting, by the Gear Shaper cutter. At A in Fig. 6 a 12-tooth
14Vz 0 degree pressure angle pinion is shown in mesh with
a straight-sided rack tooth. It will be noted that the side of
the rack tooth cuts into, or overlaps, the radial. flank of the
pinion tooth, at the point marked "interference." The "path"
of the point of the rack tooth is indicated by the line a-b.
In this particular case, the interference is so great that it ex-
tends almost to the pitch circle of the pinion. This interference
condition can. be avoided by modifying the Jack tooth, or
by undercutting the flank of the pinion tooth.

This intesference is due to the fact that the teeth of a 141/20

full-depth rack tooth are too long to permit proper conjugate
action, without tooth modification, with a 12-tooth pinion
of the same system. The line of contact on the pinion tooth
terminates, of course, at the point where it is tangent to the
base circle. This tangent point is the "natural" interference
point, and no portion of the rack tooth, which extends
beyond this point, unless modified, can have proper action
with a radial flank 12-tooth pinion.

At B, in Fig. 6 two 12-tooth,. 14YzO full-depth radial-flank
pinions are shown 1['1 mesh .. Here it will be noted that the
tooth profiles on both pinions would have to be modified,
or the flanks of the pinion teeth undercut, in order to
eliminate interference and provide proper tooth action ..The
extent of the interference in the illustrations at A and B is
indicated by the cross-hatched portions of the teeth.
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How the Gear Shaper Cutter Removes Interference
The Gear Shaper cutter, beinga.cutting tool in the form

of a gear, can he so made that it. will remove those portions
of the gear or rack teeth that interfere with each other. At
A in Fig. 7 is shown a 30-tooth 14Vz 0 Gear Shaper cutter
in contact with a rack tooth. The flank of this cutter is made
radial, and as indicated modifies a. portion of the rack tooth
above the pitch line, At B the flank of the Gear Shaper cut-
ter is "fi1led in" still more than at A and consequently the
amount and extent oJ modification is greater ..Gear teeth can
be modified in a similar manner.

At A in Fig. 8A a 3D-tooth 141/20 Gear Shaper cutter is
shown in mesh with a 12-tooth pinion. Here it will be noticed
in generating the flank and fillet that the ends of the cutter
teeth "sweep" inside the radial line, and, hence, undercut the
flanks of the pinion. As the gear or the rack is generaily
stronger than a pinion having a small number of teeth, the
gear or rack teeth are generally modified where a severe in-
terference condition exists, This is also the practice where the
teeth have to be modified to provide for tooth deflection
under heavy loading conditions.

When undercutting of the flank of a pinion having a small
number of teeth is to be avoided, several methods can be
employed:

1. The blank diameter of the pinion can be enlarged, as
shown at B in Fig. 5 and the outside diameter of the mating
gear reduced a similar amount. This results in long and short
addendum teeth.

fig. 8A- Diagram Illustrating How the Gear Shaper Cutter Can Be Made
so as to Avoid Undercutting the Flank of a 12·Tooth Pinion.
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YOU ARE LOOKING AT A FULL eNe GEAR
HOBBER, WITH THE MOST ADVANCED
FEATURES, AVAILABLE TODAY...

ASK YOURSELF If YOUR 6 II HOBBING MACHINE HAS
THESE VERY IMPORTANT FEATURES:

• Motorized Hob Head For Direct Cutter Drive
'. Preparation For Iluiok Fixture Change System, Standard
'. Iluick Change Cutter Sy~em, Standard
'. Raised Table Design for Absolute Clamping Fixture Rigidity
• Future Oriented High Speed Tabl'e Drive
• 16 Bit Multi-Processor Integrated eNC Technology
• Emergency Shutdown System, Standard
• Simultaneous Programming. Standard

The ....... Model LC152 CNC Hobber Does!!!

TRENDSETTER IN GEA.R CUTTING
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readers/lip 5ef'lrlce card or wnfa fO:

UEBHERR MACHINE TOOL
290 5 Wagner Rd
Ann Arbor. MI481 03
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Fig, BS- Diagram must~ating Type of Gear Shaper Cutler Used When Gears
AJ,e to Be Finished by Oil Shaving Tool, and Where Flank of GeM Tooth Must
Be Undercut.

2... An increased pressure angle can be used.
3. An increased pressure angle combined with shorter

addendoms,
4. An enlarged Gear Shaper cutter can be used, as shown

in. Bin fig. 8A.

Here, it will be noticed that the ends of the cutter teeth
do not "sweep" inside the radial line. Enlarging the cutter has
the effect of increasing the generating pressure angle, and,
henee, changes the pitch circle or "rolli.n& circle," and in ef-
fect withdraws the cutter fromthe gear, thus preventingthe
cutter teeth from undercutting the flanks of the teeth. This,
of course, does not avoid interference with the mating
member, which would have to be modified, as indicated in
Fig 7 .. It does, however, provide a stronger tooth shape in
the pinion, as undercutting the flank naturally weakens the
tooth, all other factors remaining the same,

Pre-Shaving Gear Shapes Cutters
When finishing gears by means ofa shaving tool, it is

sometimes necessary to undercut the flank of thegea.r tooth
to prevent contact of the shaving tool inside the base circle.
Contact with the flank of the gear tooth by the shaving tool
can produce two undesirable results .. One is that it causes
deflections that result in modifications near the top of the
gear tooth; the other is thata ridge may be formed in the
fillet of the gear tooth which might interfere with the proper
operation ,of the mating gear.

Pre-shaving cutters are, therefore, made with a pro-
tuberance, or what might be calleda plus involute on the
tips of the teeth, This protuberance tip "sweeps" out the Haak
of the gear tooth and prevents the shaving tool from con-
tacting the non-involute portion of the gear tooth. It also
avoids the formation ofa ridge in the fillet of the gear tooth.

These conditions are illustrated dJagrammaticaJ]y in !Fig.
SA. At A is shown a 4(l..tooth, 200 fuU-length gear tooth as
CUlt with an unmodified Gear Shaper cutter. At B this pre-
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Fig. 9-Diagram Illustrating Gear Tooth Action. Active LEngthof Involute
Profile, and LEngth of Contact.

shaved tooth is shown as finished with a, shaving tool. Note
that the shaving tool leaves a ridge in the fillet of the tooth,
wroch is liable to interfere with the proper operation of the
maHng gear,as shown at C. If this gear had been cut with
a cutter having a protuberanoe 'tip, as shown at D, contact
of the shaving tool with the flank of the gear tooth would
have been avoided. and no ridge left to interfere with the
proper operation of the mating geaI.

This type of cutter is usually recommended for gears 16
pitch and coarser. For finer pitches where an undercutting
of the flank is necessary prior to shaving, the pressure angle
on the cutter is made less than the specified pressure angle,
and by "feeding" thi.scu.tter in farther than "standard" depth,
it "sweeps" out the non-involute portion of the tooth to pro-
vide "clearance" for the shaving tool.

Analyzing and Checking Involute Tooth Profiles
With theexception of the cirele, the involute is one of the

easrest curves to reproduce and check aocurateIy, It is possi-
ble to chart and measure the shape of involute tooth pro-
files, and Ito aocurately detennine the angular location and
amount of any deviation of the tooth profile from the "true"
in.volute shape. The angular location of the "initial" and "final"
points of contact between two mating gears can be calculated,
but it is also possible to determine these points diagram-
matically, and to correlate the dlagram with charts made on
Involute Measuring Instruments, as will be subsequently
explained, OIRCUE A~12 ON IREADER' IREPlY CARD
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fig.lO-Chart of 20-Tooth Pinion in Fig. 9 as Produced on Fellows Involute
Measuring Instrument.

Checking Involute Tooth Profiles
An analysis of gear tooth actionas represented in Fig. 9,

wiU help to explain the application of the diagrammatic and
charting method for determining the actuallength .of can-
tact of mating gears, and the angle of involute used.

In general, the involute profile of a gear tooth is checked
from its origin, or base circle, to the outside circle, or top
of the tooth. Fig ..9 shows a pair of involute gears in mesh
for the purpose of illustrating the "initial" and "final" points
of tooth contact, and the active portions of the tooth pro-
files. Points 0' and P are the "natural." interference points,
and indicate the maximum permissible length of the line or
action, provided that the outside circles of gear and pinion,
respectively, were extended to the interference points.

Assuming that the pinion is the driver; the point R where
the outside circle of the gear cuts the line of action is the "in-
itial" point of con tad; and point 5 where the outside circle
of the pinion cuts the line ofa.ction is the "final" point of con-
tact. On the 2o..tooth pinion, angle B represents the totalangle
of involute; and,on the 3D-tooth gear, E represents the total
angleof involute. The active angles of involute are G on the
pinion and H on the gear,

Deviations in the profiles within the spaces confined by
angles C and F can be neglected, as far as any involute ac-
tion :isconcerned for this particular gear ratio, tooth length,
etc., as shown in Fig. 9. Angles G and H, and the length of
the lineof contact can be calculated, as will be explained later ..
They also can be determined approximately from this
diagram.

It is also possible to approximately determine the location
of the "initial" and "final" points of contact by placing two
mating gears on pins spaced at the correct center distance,
"rolling" the gears, and marking the points on the tooth pro-
tiles where contact starts at R and finishes at 5, as shown
in Fig. 9.

It i~ evident from a study of this diagram that only a por-
tion of the involute on both the pinion and gear is used.
Hence, the angles of involute of both members charted in
Figs. 10 and 11, as produced on the Involute Measuring In-
strument, are greater than those portions of the involutes that
aile used. It will be noticed in Fig .. 10 that the used portion
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Fig. 11 - Char! of 30-Tooth Gear in Fig. 9 as Produced on. FellowsInvolute
Measuring Instrument.

of the involute on the chart is the same as the angle of in-
volute G in Fig. 9 ..The same applies to the chart in fig. 11
for the gear, where H is the angle of involute used.

The "initial" point of contact on the pinion is 5° 57' 54·
from the origin or base circle, which is equal to angle C in
Fig. 9, and on the gear, the final point of contact is 11 0 30'
40' from the origin or base circleand is equal to the angle F.

On the charts in Figs. 10 and 11, the involute "reading"
is recorded with reference to a straight line, and any depar-
ture from this straight line represents theamount of devia-
tion from the "true" involute shape. The angular location of
deviation in the tooth profile is indicated by the position of
the charted line relative to the accurately spaced curved lines.
The space between the vertical lines on the chart represents
a deviation of 0,0002 inch. The measuring instrument is pro-
vided with a ratio mechanism, so that the space between the
curved lines can represent either 3 degrees or l/Z degree of
involute "roll."

For the benefit of those who aile interested in determining
these angles, etc. mathematically, the formulasand methods
of procedure are presented in the foUowing pages.

Calculating Involute Angles
The angular position of any point on an involute with

respect to its origin on the base circle can be determined in
degrees of rotation of the base circle necessary to develop
the involute to that particular point. This value is known as
the angle of involute. On a gear, the total angle of involute
is the number of degrees ·of rotation of the base ci3'cle from
the origin at the base circle to the top of the tooth, or out-
side circle.

Fig. 12 is a schematic diagram of an involute profile
developed by roiling a base cylinder along a base line in which
a tracing point is located ...The full lines show this cylinder
tangent to the base line at the tracing point, which is the origin
of the involute .. As the base cylinder is rolled ceunter-
clockwise along the base line, the involute is developed by
the tracing point, as shown in the illustration.

When the base cylinder has rolled along the base line to
the positionindicated by the dottedoutIine, B is the angle
of involute "roll," M is the linear distance traveled, and OR
isthe radial distance from the center of the cylinder to the
tracing point, or end of the involute ..Angle Band distance



Data Pinion Gear
Number of teeth 20 30
Diaraetral pitch 10 10
Circular pit.ch .3142" ,3142"
Pressure angle 200 200

Outside radius 1.100' 1.600'
Pitch radius 1.000' 1.500" <,
Base radius .9397" 1.4095"
Center distance 2.500"

,
,,,

,
,

,

Fig..12-Schematic Diagram Showing Development of an Involute Profile.

M can be determined from the following formulas: in which
OR - Radius to end of involute profile

BR - Radius of base cylinder
B - Total angle of involute

Then:

Cos A- BR
- OR

B- Tan A
.0174533

M-Tan A X BR

Determining Angular Location of any Point on Involute
Profile; also Length of Contact

As a practical example, we will take the two gears
represented in the diagram Fig. 9, the data on which is:

fig. 13 presents a diagram of the gear and pinion shown
in Fig. 9', which will be used in calculating the total angles
of involute, active and inactive angles of involute, total length
of line of action and active length of line of action,

In this diagram, Fig, 13, the involute profiles of pinion and
gear are shown in dotted outline at the "initial" and "final"
points, of contact. The total length of the line of action is the
distance between points o and P, Assuming that the pinion
is the driver, contact starts at point Rand ends at point S.

The total angle of involute, the active and inactive angles
of involute of gear and pinion; the total length 'of the line
of action, and the active length of the line of action, as well

as the overlap of action can be determined by the simple for-
mulas which fonow. Notation for the 20-tooth pinion fonows:

A - The included angle between the point of origin
and the point wheer the outside circle of the
pinion cuts the line of action

B - Total angle of involute
C- Inactive angle of involute
G- Active angle of involute

OR2o - Outside radius
BR20 - Base radius

For the 3D-tooth gear:
D- The included angle between the point of origin

to the point where the outside circle of the
gear cuts the line of action

E - Total angle of involute
F - Inactive angle of involute
H- Active angle of involute

OR;o - Outside radius
BR30 -, Base radius

For 20-tooth pinion and 30-tooth gear:
JJA - Pressure angle
CD - Center distance

K - Total length of line of action
L- Active length of action

M - Distance on line of action corresponding to
angle B

Fig. U-Diagram Giving Notation for Determining Involute Angles, Length
o(Une of Action, etc,

30- TOOTH GEAR
20°FULL-L~NGTH

CD

2Q-TODTH PiNION
200 FULL-LENGTH
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R (ADING 0 ~~- 0000"- "'"
INDICATOR 1_ ~~-

ANGULAR
HEIGHT or
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I,
A

Fig. ]4 - Diagram of Charts Illustrating High Fillet, Undercut and Tip
Modification. Produced on Involute Measuring Instrument.

N - Distance on line of action corresponding to
angle E

CP - Circular pitch
BP - Base pitch

Then:

Cos A. _ BR2Q
ORlo

- Tan A.
B ~ .017.4533

M - Tan A X BR20

K-CD X Sin PA
BRloCos D-----
ORlo

Tan D
E- .0174533

N-Tan D X BR30

L-(M +N) - K

G_---'L;,.......--
.0174533 X BR.:zo

C-B G

H- L
.0174533 X BRJO

F-E -H

BP- CP X Cos PA.
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S>lAPE or CUT TOOTH
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S>lAP[ or CUT ] DOTH
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INVOLUTE CHART OF' SHAVED GEAR

Fig. 15 - Charts Made on Involute Measuring Instrument of a Gear after Cut-
tiiig and after Shaving.

LPercentage of overlap of contact ---1
BP

Determining the various values for pinion and gear, US~

ing the foregoing formulas, we find that:

Cos A. - .9397 - .85427- 1.100--

A.-31° 19' 16" and Tan A

B- .60852 _ 34° 51' 54-
- .0174533

M-.60852 X .9397 - .57182 inch

,60852

K-2.S X .34202 - .855 inch

1.4095
Cos D-1.600 - .88094

D-28° 14' 39" and Tan D .53719

E- .53719 - 300 4.6' 43-
.0174533

N-.53719 X 1.4095 - .75717 inch

L-(.S7182 + .75717)

G- .47399
.0174533 X .9397

C-34° 51' 54" - 280 54'

,855 - .47399 inch

280 54'

5° 57' 54."
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HELP WANTED

Westinghouse Marine Division ofters
you the opportunity to work on high
caliber prOjects for land, sea and
aerospace app'lications - within an
environment that Includes a full'
range of engineering, rnanutacturtnq,
test, field and logistics services. Join
us as Westinghouse celebrates Us
Centennial Year!

SEINI:OR DESIGN
ENGINIEiER
Your project respenelblllttes willi
involve main propulsion machinery
design and production tollow
'.hrough" Wei're' looking: for a gear
design eng:ineer wah at least 5, years
0·1 related -experience and a BSME or
equivalent (MSMEls preferred).
Speciffca.lly, you must have exper-
lence with parallel sha.ft and right
angle drives involving double helica.l,
bevel and worm gearing, as well as
with related design and stress
analysis. A familiarity with ,large sized,
:hardenad and ground, and low noise
source, gearingl is preferred. Excellent
demonstrated-verbal and written, com-
munications skills are requisite.

SIENIOR ENIGIINIIEE.R,
Your work will involve main propul-
slon machinery design and: follow
through. You should be capable of
independently performing rotating
and stationary ,element stress -
analyses for the purpose of verifying
design adequacy. We're looking for
an Individual wah three years of
releted experience, and a. IBSME or
equivalent. A famiUarity with tM
design of parallel shaft and right
angle' drives also, required, as is
knowledge ot FORTRAN code con-
struction and use.

We offer a competiUvesalary and
benefits packa.ge. Please send your
resume to IOe,partmentJ'LDW,
Westinghouse Marine Divislon,401
East Hendy Avenue, P.O. Box 3499,
(MIS 82·3), Sunnyvale, CA 94088·3499'.
Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Clllzenshlip Required

,GEAR PERSONINEIL
ENG'IINIEIERS

'GEAR GRINDERS
MACH!I'NIISTS

I PRODUCTION CONTROL
!QUALITY CONTROL/IINSPECTIION
i

l

SH:OP SUP,ERVI·SION, IETC.
,it you are in the gear business in any
capacity, are ambitious and think,ing of
ma'king a move, send us your resume.
The above and other new positions are
being created by int'~rnal. growth at b.oth I

our San Diego, California & RoseVille,
~M~h~anp~n~. I

, ACR INDUSTRIES, INC. I

, 29200 Callahan
Aosevllle, Michigan 48066

Machine Sho,p' Foreman. Foreman of all
machine shop operations, including: all grinding;
such as bevel gear external and Infernal super·
vise la~he and mil!ling opera~ions; responsl~le for
numerical control; and quality control cfall items
prcducee frithe machine shop operations;
supervise training; of apprentices ,and new
employees in machine shop. Must have three
years experience In the offered position or four
years experience as setter or trainer In gear
grinding department and one year training as
craft apprentice or on·the·job tral n ing in machin-
ing skills. No formal education required. Ap-
plicants will be examined in regard to experience
in training apprentices and new employees in
machining and grinding operations. 40 hours per
week plus 8 hours of overtime. 6:55 A.M'. to
3:25 P.M. $14.61 per hour. Overtime paid althe
rate of $21.92 per hour. Send resume to: Ulinois
Job Service, 9,10 South Michigan Avenue,
Room 333, Chicago, Illinois 60605. Reference
No. 4928-J.Attn: M. Jaskowiak. An employer
paid ad. . .

MANUFACTURliNG
iREPFIESENTATIVES

Manufacturing Representatives needed for
several territories: East Coast, West Coast,
South and Upper Ohio Valley.

One 01 the most modern gear job shops In the
world specializing in fine and medium pitch
gears.

Send Resume to
Forest City Gear Co.
P.O. Box 246
Roscoe, ,IL 61073
Attn.: Frederic Young

'Closing date: Ads must be received by the'
251h of the monlh, two months, prior to
publication. A,cceptance: Publisher reserves
the 'right to accept or reject classified advar-
tlsements at his discretion.

SUBCONTRACT WORK

SPIRAL BEVEL
G.EARS

Coniflex bevels to 34" diameter
Prototype or production up to eo"

diameter
Breakdown work - fast turnaround

Complete machlnil'lg, heat treat,
lapping and testing:

CAI.L USI

B&FI MACHINING
!PO Box 536

Sharon, TN 36255
1·600·236·0651

CIRCLE A·21 ON READER IREPLY CARD

HiOB!BER REBUIl!DIING
SPiECIAUSTS

Having trouble meeling: today's ee-
mand quality control tolera_noes'?
I..el our factory trained and ex-
perienced staff return ~four machine
to optimum o,perating condition.
We speclallze in repamn'g!,
rebuilding and rnodemizing alii
makes of bobbers.

, Cleveland Rig:idhobbers
• Gould & IEberhardt
• Barber Co:lman

PRESS~ATIONI IN:C.
522 Cottage Grove' Roadl
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002

{203)1242.a52~

CIRCLE A-24 ONI READlR REPLY CARD
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BACK TO BASICS ...
(continued from page 46)

H= .47399
.0174533 X 1.4095

F-30° 46' 43· - 19° 16' 3"= 11 °39' 40"

BP=.3142 X .93969 - .2952 inch

.47399
Percentage of overlap of contact = .2952 - 1 = .60 or 60%

It will be seen with this particular ratio, pressure angle and
tooth length, that there is no involute or fillet interference,
and that there is sufficient overlap of contact to provide con-
tinuous action. These conditions are verified by the charts
presented in Figs, 10 and 11.

Charting Involute Gear Teeth
The gear teeth and the charts shown in Figs. 10, 11 and

12 presented a gear combination without any tooth modifica-
tions. Fig. 14 presents three charts Illustrating high fillet,
undercut, and involute modificiation at the tip of the tooth.
Referring to the chart at A, Fig. 14, the tooth has a fillet which
extends beyond the base circle, and if the angular height of
this fillet is greater than the angle C in Fig..9, the pinion tooth
will interfere with the mating gear, and will prevent free
rotation.

The diagram at B, Fig. 14, shows an undercut condition
in which a portion of the involute profile above the base cir-
cle is removed. If the angular amount of undercut is greater
than the angle C, Fig. 9, it will shorten the length of the line
of contact, and may result in lack of continuous action with
the mating gear.

The diagram at C, Fig. 14, shows a gear having tip relief
or involute modification, necessary in some cases, and
undesirable in others. It is important to know definitely the
angular location and amount of this modification in order
to determine if continuous action will be obtained when the
gears are in mesh. When the tip of the tooth is modified the
angle F, Fig. 9, is increased, because the "final" point of con-
tact does not advance as far along the line of action, and thus
shortens the length of contact. VVhenthis information is deter-
mined graphically or mathematically, the chart provides a
means for accurately determining if such modifications exist
and their angular location and amount.

Fig. 15 presents charts of an 8110 pitch helical gear hav-
ing 23 teeth, 200 pressure angle, and 23° helix. angle. The
involute profile of a helical gear is checked in the plane of
rotation, the same as a spur gear. The chart at the top of
the illustration is of the gear as cut prior to shaving. It will
be noted that the flank of the tooth is undercut 0.0038 inch
covering 16 degrees of involute, which extends to a point half-
way between the base circle an pitch circle. When this gear
is shaved the undercut is reduced to 0.0026 inch and covers
only 13, instead of 16 degrees. This chart, as previously ex-
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plained, when compared with a similar chart of the mating
gear can be used to determine the usable portions of the pro-
files on both gears, and the actual length of the line of con-
tact can be determined from the preceeding formulas.

A WHEEL SELECTION TECHNIQUE ...
(continued from page 14)

= 36.2

Total Machining Time
= 22.1 + 14.2 + 36 ..2 72.6 min.

CBN VVheel

Machining Time
- 125 teeth X 2 in. stroke/f ipm + 125 indexes X 1
- 52.1 min. 60

Appendix .3 - Machine/Operator Rate
M =Wo (1 + worker overhead) +

Nm MT (1 + machine overhead)

MT = cost of machine
(hours/year) X (depreciation years)

$750,000 - $18.75 hr.
(4000) (10)
assume: Wo = $14/hr., Nm = 1

M - 14 (1 + 100%) + 18 ..75 (1 + 100%) - $6S.S/hr.
1

This paper was presented at the AGMA Fall Technical Conference Oct. 1985.

PROFITS ARE BEING MADE
. , . by advertising in GEAR TECHNOLOGY,
The Journal of Gear Manufacturing's classified
advertiSing section. Advertise your specialty:

• Open time on special or unusual machines
• Uni.que capabilities
• Machine quality
'. Help wanted
• Subcontract work

Your ad reaches
over 5,000 potential customers.

Call GEAR TECHNOLOGY for details.
(312) 431-6604


